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Executive Summary
The Golden Mile plays a vital role in the success of Wellington’s transport system, regional economy and sense
of place. Transecting central Wellington, it provides the core spine to the city’s bus network and enables
thousands of people to access employment, do business, shop, dine and to access other central city
destinations each day. It has the highest pedestrian volumes in New Zealand. Due to its critical functions, the
Golden Mile must perform at a high level, both as a transport asset that safely and efficiently moves people
and goods, and as an important place for people that is pleasant, safe and attractive.
This technical memo summarises evidence in relation to the potential effect on the retail environment from
changes relating to the Golden Mile as part of the Let’s Get Wellington Moving programme. This work was
largely initiated to explore the impacts of parking removal on the Golden Mile. It draws on desktop research
and analysis and a 2020 Intercept Survey of visitors of the Golden Mile conducted by WSP (Appendix E).
It summarises various case studies, both from New Zealand and overseas, that give some indication of the
typical access modes for people spending money in city centres; known relationships between access modes
and spending patterns in city centres; and relationships between improved pedestrian environments and
changes to footfall/retail spending.
Following this, spreadsheet analysis is undertaken to understand how parameters taken from these case
studies and the 2020 Intercept Survey may apply within the context of the Golden Mile. Under the most
extreme option for parking removal (short list option 3), around 1700 parking sessions (individual cars parking)
per day are expected to be affected; this represents around 6% of total visitors to the Golden Mile.
The spreadsheet is then used to test some scenarios based on assumptions from the 2020 Intercept Survey
and different case studies. The total estimated revenue from people parking in spaces that may be removed by
the Golden Mile Improvements is around $6,300,000 (about 1%) annually of total revenue for retailers along
the Golden Mile.
A set of core assumptions were developed and tested on each option, while a set of pessimistic to optimistic
scenarios were also developed and tested on Option 3. The results of these are included in Table 1 and
indicate that the net impact is most likely to be positive, although under some pessimistic (and probably
unlikely) assumptions, the net impact could be slightly negative.
Table 1: Scenarios of effects of parking removal on retail spend
Golden Mile Option and Scenario

Net impact on annual retail spend

Option 1 Core

$2,600,000

0.51%

Option 2 Core

$2,100,000

0.42%

Option 3 Core

$770,000

0.15%

Option 3 Pessimistic

-$21,000,000

-4.2%

Option 3 Mid-Range

$11,000,000

2.2%

Option 3 Optimistic

$48,000,000

9.3%

The findings under these core assumptions are likely to be understated as they assume no increase in new
trips to the Golden Mile despite the public transport access and pedestrian realm improvements of the
options. There are many other social benefits from these projects that are not monetised into retail spend
values here and are considered and evaluated in other technical reports for the Golden Mile Single Stage
Business Case.
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1.

Introduction

This technical memo summarises the evidence compiled and developed by MRCagney in relation to the
potential effect on the retail environment from changes relating to the Golden Mile as part of the Let’s Get
Wellington Moving programme. This work was largely initiated to explore the impacts of parking removal on
the Golden Mile.
This technical memo describes the findings of three tasks. These are:
•
•
•

Literature and Case Study Review

Base Case Pedestrian Value Assessment
Net Impact Evaluation

The Net Impact Evaluation was initially developed with inputs from various case studies and was then updated
with the findings from the 2020 Intercept Survey (Appendix E).
The literature review builds on the previous work done by WSP for the Golden Mile, dated 25 August 2020,
and the subsequent information provided. The literature review provides more case studies and further
relevant literature to help inform the data analysis, with a particular focus on the relationship between access
modes and spending patterns.
The Base Case Pedestrian Value Assessment estimates the retail value of people on the Golden Mile, using
pre-COVID-19 data for revenue and pedestrian numbers and the 2020 Intercept Survey (Appendix E).
The Net Impact Evaluation explores the potential effects of each short-listed option on total revenue collected
by retailers along the Golden Mile, using inputs and discussions from subject matter experts involved in
different parts of the MCA and review of relevant literature.
The purpose of these tasks is to help inform the MCA scoring of the changes to the retail environment, with
the MCA scoring ultimately being completed by EY. The work relies on data that is currently available and
makes some high-level assumptions to help quantify the potential changes to the retail environment.
Following the MCA, this work may be updated with more detailed data, depending on subsequent steps.
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2.

Literature review

The literature review provides both local and international examples of the effect that changes to parking have
on nearby retail environments. This has been commissioned as part of a wider study of the potential effects on
Wellington retailers of changes to parking provision on the Golden Mile and of pedestrian and public
transport improvements along the Golden Mile.
An initial literature review was undertaken by WSP in August 2020 (the WSP Memo) and the content of this
initial review has been referred to or reproduced as part of the current review. The WSP Memo is attached to
the current review in Appendix B.
This updated literature review has addressed three key questions:
1.

What are the typical access modes for people that spend money in city centres?

3.

What are some of the known relationships between increased footfall and improved pedestrian
environments and retail spending?

2.

What are some of the observed relationships between access modes and spending patterns at
shops/services in city centres?

1.1 What are the typical access modes for people that spend money
in city centres?
1.1.1 Waka Kotahi Research Report 530: Reallocation of Road Space
The WSP Memo finds several studies have investigated the proportion of shoppers arriving by various modes
of transport, through self-report surveys, both internationally and locally, and discusses the findings of
international surveys from Bristol, England and Graz, Austria. These surveys show that between 22 percent and
32 percent of shoppers arrived in the centres by car, but there was no reporting on whether the shoppers
parked on-street in the immediate area of the shops or alternatively if they parked on-street further afield or
off-street. These case studies are also included in Waka Kotahi Research Report 530 1, published in 2013. The
report includes a comprehensive literature review and local case studies investigating various aspects of road
space reallocation. Both the English and Austrian studies found that retailers overestimate the use of on and
off-street parking by shoppers in the area and overestimate the impact of opportunistic trade from passing
motorists (passing trade). However, local studies included in Research Report 530 indicate that Wellington
retailers more accurately estimate the proportion of customers who use nearby car parks 2 than the English and
Austrian examples.
One aspect of this research was an investigation of the economic impacts of transport and road space
allocation on retail activity in central and arterial shopping areas. The report includes case studies from
Auckland, Christchurch, and Wellington (in Wellington this includes Courtenay Place, The Terrace, and
Riddiford Street). The case studies involved surveys of shoppers and retailers in shopping areas, with results
reporting the mode transport shoppers used to get to the city and the mode of transport the shoppers used
to get to the shops once they were in the city. The information on Courtenay Place is most relevant to the
Golden Mile proposal, with the mode split for Courtenay Place being quite different to the mode split in other
parts of the country, e.g., Takapuna in Auckland). The study results for Courtenay Place are summarised in the
report in the following charts, which show Courtenay Place has a relatively high walk mode share and a

1
2

Refer to NZTA Research Report 530, Reallocation of Road Space, T Fleming (Allatt), S Turner and L Tarjomi August 2013
Refer to section 6.5 (Summary of data analysis) of NZTA Research Report 530
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relatively low car mode share compared to Takapuna and has a relatively low bus and cycle mode share
compared to Colombo Street.

Source: NZTA Research Report 530

Figure 2.1: Courtenay Place shoppers’ main mode of travel to the city centre 3

3

Refer to Figure 6.15 of NZTA Research Report 530
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Source: NZTA Research Report 530

Figure 2.2: Courtenay Place shoppers' mode of travel to shop 4
The Waka Kotahi Research Report also asked where people parked if their main mode of transport was ‘car
driver’ to the Courtenay Place shops, and reports that of the 16 percent of shoppers who used a car as their
main means of transport, around half parked outside the shops [on Courtenay Place] 5. This indicates that if
car passengers are also accounted for, around 15 percent of the shoppers on Courtenay Place arrive by car
and use on-street car parks in the immediate vicinity of the shops. It is noted that, for Courtenay Place, the
proportion of shoppers who parked on-street outside the shops (15 percent) was relatively low compared to
the proportion across all the surveyed Central 6 areas, which was 34 percent 7.

1.1.2 Tory Street Study
The WSP Report (Appendix B) outlines that the active and public transport mode share observed in the
Courtenay Place case study is consistent with findings from other Wellington research. For example, research
carried out by Beetham (2014), which includes data on shoppers’ requirements for parking on arrival to the
city and to Tory Street. The findings from Beetham (2014) are summarised in the following charts 8, which
interestingly show a similar car mode share, at around 30 percent, to that observed in the Courtenay Place
study in Waka Kotahi Research Report 530 discussed above and shows that of the people who arrived in the
city by car, less than half parked on the street outside the shops.

Refer to Figure 6.16 of NZTA Research Report 530
Refer to Appendix C: New Zealand case studies – data summary by centre/site of NZTA Research Report 530
6
The NZTA Research Report 530 classifies the study areas into either ‘Central’ or ‘Arterial’ types. The Central areas consist of Courtenay
Place, Hurstmere Road, and Columbo Street.
7
Refer to Figure 6.34 of NZTA Research Report 530
8
Referred to Beetham, J (2014) Re-cycling the streets: exploring the allocation of public space for transport. Wellington: Victoria University
of Wellington
4
5
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Source: Beetham, 2014

Figure 2-1: Tory Street shoppers' parking requirement on arrival to city centre

Source: Beetham, 2014

Figure 2.4: Tory Street shoppers' mode of arrival to Tory Street

1.1.3 Portland, USA Study
A 2012 study from the United States city of Portland (Clifton et al.) investigated the mode split and spending
patterns of customers to convenience stores, busy restaurants, and bars in various parts of the city. The study
reported that the overall mode split of customers in the central city was made up of 34 percent private car, 43
percent walk, 9 percent cycle, and 14 percent public transport. 9 These proportions are generally comparable to
those reported for Courtenay Place in Waka Kotahi Research Report 530 and Tory Street reported in Beetham

Refer to article Consumer Behavior and Travel Choices: A Focus on Cyclists and Pedestrians, Clifton et al, submitted for presentation and
publication to the 92nd Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, January 2013, Washington, D.C.

9
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(2014), although there is a higher cycle mode share and correspondingly lower transit / bus mode share
reported in the Portland study.

1.1.4 Transport for London Town Centres Report
A more recent international study dealing with travel modes to main shopping streets is the Town Centres
Report prepared for Transport for London. 10 This report has been prepared on a regular basis since 1999 and
monitors the contribution made by bus users and other modes to the economic health and viability of town
centres across London. The town centres covered by the study vary in terms of their characteristics so as to
provide a range of economic mix, scale of retail activity, transport networks, road layout, traffic flow, parking
provision etc, and are classified under London Plan town centre categories of International, Metropolitan,
Major, and District. The Golden Mile has some generally comparable characteristics in terms of scale of retail
activity, economic mix, and transport networks to some of the International, Metropolitan and Major town
centres, e.g. Oxford / Regent Streets (International Centre) are central city locations proximate to office
workers but are highly accessible by the Underground system (London’s metro system), and Clapham Junction
(Major Centre) has a relatively high density of retail activity and relies heavily on bus services rather than
having Underground station access.
The average mode share across all town centres involved with the study was 35 percent bus, 27 percent walk,
16 percent private vehicle, 10 percent train, 7 percent Underground, and 2 percent cycle. The reporting shows
the mode share at Clapham Junction was generally in line with the average for all town centres, the mode
share at Oxford / Regent Streets was heavily weighted towards the Underground with only around 1 percent
of shoppers arriving by car. Town centres like Bromley, a Metropolitan town centre on the outskirts of London,
had a much higher private car mode share at around 36 percent (including passengers), but still had around
33 percent of shoppers arriving by bus, with only 1 percent walking. The study also shows that across all the
town centres, between 2004 and 2015, there was a general reduction in car mode share, an increase in train
and bicycle mode share, a slight increase in bus mode share, and a slight reduction in walking mode share. Of
people who arrived in the centres by car, the study reports that around half parked in an off-street council or
private non-accessory car park, 14 percent parked in accessory private parking (e.g. a shop’s car park), 16
percent parked in off-street residential parking or other off-street private parking, 6 percent parked on-street
on a side road, and 4 percent parked on-street on the main street. This means that around 10 percent of
shoppers in the centres used on-street car parks in the immediate area of the shopping streets.

1.1.5 Melbourne, Australia – Malls vs Main Streets Study
A 2012 research report titled ‘Convenience for the car-borne shopper: Are malls and shopping strips driving
customers away?’ 11 investigates, in the context of Melbourne, Australia, the importance shoppers assign to car
convenience and their perceptions of shopping malls and main street shopping areas (Melbourne’s two
predominant shopping formats) in relation to car convenience. The study compares the different shopping
area formats in terms of their provision of parking. One of the issues this research identifies relates to
environmental sustainability and the need to reduce car dependency within urban areas, coupled with the idea
that suburban shopping malls, by providing more convenient car access and parking than main streets,
undermine the economic success and potentially contribute to the decline of main street type shopping areas.
Some of the conclusions of the research include that car access and parking is an important determinant of
where the survey respondents chose to shop, which in turn influences their preference in terms of the shop
format they visit more often. Malls are better at providing car access and parking in the format that consumers
prefer, so the research finds that in this way, the mall format has an advantage compared to the main street

Refer to Town Centres: Final Report (2016), prepared by Accent for Transport for London
Refer to Journal article Convenience for the car-borne shopper: Are malls and shopping strips driving customers away? Transportation
Research Part A: Policy and Practice (March 2013), Reimers, Vaughan

10
11
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format. The study’s authors state that “…planners must give careful consideration to the negative consequences
that may stem from strategies designed to deter car-based shopping”.
Some limitations are noted in the research, including the geographic context of the study, which was focused
on suburban shopping areas of Melbourne rather than city centre shopping. Consequently, the report states
that alternative modes of travel accounted for a small minority of trips in these areas and therefore the
findings cannot reasonably be generalised to a European context [where alternative mode share is greater].
This suggests that the results cannot be generalised to the context of the Golden Mile where alternative mode
split is much higher.

1.1.6 Dunedin George Street Study
A more recent New Zealand study comes from Dunedin, where the City Council commissioned Aitken Taylor
to undertake a Public Life Survey on George Street, one of Dunedin’s main shopping streets. 12 This study
reported that of the survey participants, 29 percent walked to get to George Street, 15 percent took public
transport, 42 percent used private vehicles, and 14 percent took other modes. Of the people who came by
private vehicles, only 2 percent parked on George Street, while 23 percent parked in a parking building, 12
percent used a private car park, and 5 percent parked on-street ‘elsewhere’. The survey also asked if the option
to park on George Street influenced the participants decision to visit the city centre, and if the option was not
available, whether they would still visit. Regarding influencing their decision, 68 percent of respondents
indicated ‘no’ and 32 percent indicated ‘yes’, but of those who indicated ‘yes’, none had parked on George
Street on the day of the survey. Eighty eight percent of respondents said they would still visit the city centre if
the option to park on George Street was not available, and 12 percent said they would not. The study noted
that of those people who said they would not still visit; none had parked on George Street on the day of the
survey.

1.1.7 Summary
The above review indicates that it could be reasonable to infer the Courtenay Place survey results related to
car mode share and parking location (reported on in Research Report 530) represent the mode share for
shoppers on the Golden Mile. This assumption was used for the initial analysis and was then updated with the
2020 Intercept Survey findings.
The original assumptions relating to the data analysis section were:
•
•

It is reasonable to assume that around 15 percent of the shoppers on Courtenay Place arrive by
car and park remotely, making the final leg of their journey by alternative modes.

It is reasonable to assume that around 15 percent of the shoppers on Courtenay Place arrive by
car and use on-street car parks in the immediate vicinity of the shops, either on the Golden Mile
or the nearby side streets.

1.2 What are some of the known relationships between access
modes and spending patterns at shops/services in city centres?
Several studies from the last 10 years have investigated the spending patterns of shoppers arriving by different
modes at shopping main streets or city centre locations. These include a pedestrian intercept study of

12

Refer to Dunedin City Council George Street Public Life Survey, Aitken Taylor, March 2020
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shoppers at Lygon Street in Melbourne, Australia 13, a pedestrian intercept study in Portland, Oregon 14,
shopper surveys undertaken across various shopping streets in New Zealand 15, and a pedestrian intercept
survey undertaken across various town centres in London 16 including city centre high streets.

1.2.1 Lygon Street, Melbourne
Lygon Street is a busy traditional shopping street in the inner suburb of Carlton, immediately to the north of
Melbourne’s city centre. The Lygon Street study aimed to estimate the relative value of bicycle parking
compared to car parking in terms of street space allocation. One of the metrics used in the estimate is the
spend per trip by travel mode, and the report summarised this spending data in the following chart. This
metric was then related back to how frequently people visited by different modes, with car drivers spending
more per visit but visiting less frequently, and how much street space cyclists need to park their bikes
compared to car drivers parking space requirements.

Source: Lee & March, 2010

Figure 2.5: Lygon Street study - Average spend and projected spend by mode 17
People who arrived by car to Lygon Street tended to stay in the shops longer, so the duration of stay in the
shops was also accounted for, and an assumed expenditure per mode per hour was calculated, as shown in
the following chart.

Refer to journal article Alison Lee & Alan March (2010) Recognising the economic role of bikes: sharing parking in Lygon Street, Carlton,
Australian Planner, 47:2, 85-93, DOI: 10.1080/07293681003767785
14
Refer to article Consumer Behavior and Travel Choices: A Focus on Cyclists and Pedestrians, Clifton et al, submitted for presentation and
publication to the 92nd Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, January 2013, Washington, D.C.
15
Refer to Figure 6.15 of NZTA Research Report 530
16
Refer to Town Centres: Final Report (2016), prepared by Accent for Transport for London
17
Note that the authors of the study projected the total expenditure of respondents per trip by extrapolating their spend based on how
long they intended to stay in the shopping centre and the amount they had spent per minute during their visit at the time they were
interviewed.
13
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Source: Lee & March, 2010

Figure 2-2: Lygon Street study - Expenditure per hour by mode
Ultimately the study found that whilst the streetscape was dominated by vehicle movement and parking, the
space used for car parking in the street was less efficient at generating expenditure than bike parking when
the space efficiency for each mode is considered. The reporting comments that:
“It may initially seem logical to conclude that if car users spend more, then public space should be dominated by
car parking to attract more ‘high spenders’ to make the retail precinct successful and vibrant. However, the
relative space efficiency of each mode needs to be considered”
The following table that shows the space efficiency calculation result from the report.

Source: Lee & March, 2010

Figure 2-3: Lygon Street study - Comparison of average expenditure and space efficiency
Although the study results are not directly relevant to the Golden Mile project, the spending by mode
information and the frequency of visit by mode information is generally consistent with the findings from
other studies, i.e. although alternative mode users tend to spend less per visit, they visit more frequently than
those who travel by car. The study also highlights that whilst car access to shopping areas is important for
economic vitality, the space provided for car access needs to be balanced against the space efficiency afforded
by alternative modes of transport, and too much space given over to parking can crowd out the potential
economic benefits of providing for the access requirements of alternative mode users.

1.2.2 Portland, Oregon
The Portland study investigated the mode split and spending patterns of customers to convenience stores,
busy restaurants, and bars in various parts of the city. The reporting states that Portland has a relatively high
non-car mode share so presents a unique opportunity to observe the spending patterns across different travel
modes. The study collected data on spend per visit by travel mode and frequency of visit by travel mode and
used these data to estimate an expenditure per month by travel mode. This analysis is summarised in the
15
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report in the following table, which shows that even though active mode users may spend less per trip, they
tend to visit the shops more frequently.

Source: Clifton et al., 2013

Figure 2-4: Portland study - Descriptive Consumer Expenditures and Frequency of Trips
Subsequently, the study applies additional analysis (modelling) that considers the various factors contributing
to the amount customers spend and their mode choices, e.g. income, family circumstances etc, and provides
commentary on the outcomes of the modelling. The conclusions of the study support the notion that
customers who arrive by modes other than the car are competitive consumers, spending similar amounts or
more, on average, than their counterparts using cars. The conclusions also outline the limitations of the study,
which include the limited numbers and types of establishments included, noting that more work is needed,
particularly for retail and supermarkets, where the requirement of carrying goods purchased can limit the
purchases per visit by customers using non-car modes, but this may be offset by greater frequency of trips.

1.2.3 Waka Kotahi Research Report 530 – New Zealand Shopping Streets
Waka Kotahi Research Report 530 includes data on the spend per trip for visitors to the New Zealand
shopping areas and includes analysis to help understand the role of sustainable transport users (non-car) in
the economic vitality of shopping areas 18. The analysis includes the following charts, which separate data into
arterial shopping areas (e.g. Dominion Road in Auckland) and central shopping areas (e.g. Courtenay Place in
Wellington). The report comments that in aggregate the data shows that car drivers spend more per trip than
people travelling by sustainable transport, but this difference is less evident in Central areas, and that
sustainable transport users account for approximately 40 percent of the total revenue.

18

Refer to NZTA Research Report 530, Reallocation of Road Space, T Fleming (Allatt), S Turner and L Tarjomi August 2013
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Source: NZTA Research Report 530

Figure 2-5: Research Report 530 - Shopper: trip spend (category median assumed) by travel mode

Source: NZTA Research Report 530

Figure 2-6: Shopper trip spend (category median assumed) by travel mode
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Source: NZTA Research Report 530

Figure 2-7: Frequency of shopper trips by mode
In terms of the observations specific to Courtenay Place in Wellington, the location seemingly the most
relevant to the Golden Mile, the report includes the following chart, which shows that the spend by alternative
mode users is at least comparable to or more than that of car drivers or passengers.

Source: NZTA Research Report 530

Figure 2-8: Spend by various mode users on Courtenay Place (Wellington)
The report notes that the relatively high cycle mode user spend was based on a sample of only three cyclists
and one of those cyclists had a large spend, and goes on to state that:
18
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“Overall, when combining the walking and cycling mode shares with public transport the average spend was $29.
This indicates that in comparison with car driver/passenger trips where the average spend was $17, sustainable
transport mode users were likely to spend more.”

1.2.4 Transport for London Town Centres Report
The London Town Centre study, which involved surveying in 22 town centres around London in 2015, outlines
its findings regarding the spend per visit by mode and the average monthly spend by mode in the following
tables. This data is consistent with other surveys discussed in this literature review, finding that public
transport and active mode travel users tend to visit shopping areas more frequently and proportionally spend
more in the shopping areas over time than private car users.

Source: Town Centres: Final Report, 2016

Figure 2-9: Average spend by mode per visit 2015

Source: Town Centres: Final Report, 2016

Figure 2-10: Average total spend per month by mode 2015
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Source: Town Centres: Final Report, 2016

Figure 2-11: Frequency of visit by mode of access: 2015 v 2014

1.2.5 Summary
The review of these various studies indicates that it would be reasonable to assume that in the Golden Mile
context car users who park on-street in the immediate vicinity of the Golden Mile streets would likely spend
more on average per trip than those who arrive by alternative modes, but an average alternative mode user
will visit the shops more frequently and over time will spend more than an average car user. The review also
indicates that an over-allocation of street space for car access and parking has the potential to crowd out
more economically beneficial provision for alternative modes access to shopping areas, ultimately resulting in
a less economically vibrant environment.

1.3 What are some of the known relationships between increased
footfall and improved pedestrian environments and retail
spending?
Numerous case studies have been documented to record the estimated effect of pedestrian improvements on
local businesses. Generally, this stems from concerns by businesses adjacent to such projects that their
revenue will be negatively affected by these changes that reallocate space from vehicles (typically in the form
of parking) to pedestrian footpaths and other pedestrian amenity improvements.
Often, such examples are relatively localised, and relate to specific changes in a particular street, town or city.
Whitehead et al. (2006) note that literature on the quantified impacts of pedestrian improvements on
economic performance (which is at times measured by retail spending) is “underdeveloped” and what has
been undertaken is not easily transferred to economic modelling due to the inherent differences in the retail
and urban environment of any given local context. 19 This is also made difficult by the types of data available –
the collection of local data appropriate to such analyses can be difficult, of limited quality or vary from location
to location, making comparative analysis difficult. This provides some further impetus for performing a local
study of potential effects on the environment being improved (in this case, the Golden Mile).

Whitehead, T., Simmonds, D., & Preston, J. (2006). The effect of urban quality improvements on economic activity. Journal of
Environmental Management, 80(1), 1–12. doi:10.1016/j.jenvman.2005.01.029
19
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1.3.1 Analysis of multiple studies (Whitehead et al.)
That being said, Whitehead et al. find a number of studies that have analysed the effect of pedestrian
improvements on economic benefits for retailers. In general the measures used to determine benefits to the
retail environment are changes in footfall (or foot traffic), retail sales (or turnover) and the price of rent (with
the implication being that higher rents for retailers signal economic improvements). 20 In many cases, only one
of these factors is measured.
Within their own literature review, Whitehead et al. find that studies of pedestrianised areas see potential
increases in footfall for retailers of between 20 and 40 percent; studies identifying changes in retail turnover
from pedestrian improvement projects have an average increase of approximately 17 percent; and the average
impact of a pedestrianisation scheme on retail rents is approximately a 22 percent increase. It should be noted
that these figures come from a number of varied projects, so the average does not provide detail as to the size
of each project.
Whitehead et al. also carried out their own modelling of the effects of pedestrianisation on various elements
of economic activity. Their own modelling found a small but significant positive effect of urban improvements
for businesses, employees and shoppers. For the most successful schemes, they find it is important to ensure
mobility is as efficient as possible, so crowding effects do not exacerbate traffic congestion on streets,
including on footpaths. 21 In the context of the Golden Mile, this is highly relevant as proposed pedestrian
improvements and removal of car parking is to be complemented by public transport improvements.
Many examples exist of pedestrian improvement projects and measured results relating to retailers. These case
studies, while not an extensive quantitative analysis in themselves, provide some context for what other areas,
such as Wellington, might expect from similar changes.

1.3.2 Lygon Street – Melbourne
The same study referenced in section 1.2.1, looking at Lygon Street in Melbourne, Australia, found that the
removal of a single car park would provide space for six bicycle parks. Based on an average spend per person
of $AUD16 per hour, it was found that this one change could contribute $AUD96 per hour from the
reallocated space, compared to the $AUD27 per hour that a single vehicle using the space would contribute. 22
Another case study from Melbourne is Acland Street, St Kilda. The local traders association undertook its own
market research about how the local shopping area could be made more vibrant. The research found that
walkability was one of the driving factors behind the area’s success and that more than half of local visitors
walked to reach to shops. The same study found that local residents contributed nearly 86 percent of
expenditure for local businesses, compared to 1.2 and 0.5 percent from interstate and international visitors
respectively. The findings of the study led to the removal of nine car parking places, for widened footpaths
and improved pedestrian amenity. 23

1.3.3 New York City Department of Transportation
The New York City Department of Transportation has used its indicators of economic vitality, which include
sales tax receipts, commercial vacancies and number of visitors, to evaluate street redesigns, including those

Ibid.
Ibid.
22
Alison Lee & Alan March (2010) Recognising the economic role of bikes: sharing parking in Lygon Street, Carlton, Australian Planner,
47:2, 85-93, DOI: 10.1080/07293681003767785
23
Smith P., 2004, Improving ‘Walkability’ in Acland Street, City of Port Phillip, Melbourne
20
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that improve pedestrian facilities. 24 The department has several pedestrian improvement projects that have
measured the benefit to retail. Measured benefits include reductions in commercial vacancies and increases in
retail sales. The New York examples include:
•
•

•

The expansion of walking facilities in Union Square North (Manhattan) saw commercial vacancies
reduce by 49 percent. This is compared with a 5 percent increase in the wider borough.

The conversion of an underused parking lot into a public park in Brooklyn saw nearby retail sales
increase by 172 percent. In the wider borough, retail sales increased by 18 percent over the same
time period.
A Manhattan curb lane was converted into a public seating area. Adjacent businesses saw an
increase in sales of 14 percent following this.

1.3.4 Lower Cuba Street
New Zealand has seen its own examples of the benefits of improved pedestrian facilities. Wellington’s Lower
Cuba Street was redeveloped in 2011 from a conventional street layout into a shared space where pedestrians
have right of way. (Wellington City Council, nd). Thirty-three metered public car parks were reduced to 18, two
mobility kerbside parks were reduced to one, four loading zone parks were reduced to two and three police
kerbside car parks were reduced to one. Bicycle parking was provided with seating and landscape
improvements, as well as pedestrian prioritisation through the area. A pre-implementation survey of people
using the kerbside parking on Lower Cuba undertaken by WCC found that the kerbside parking on Lower
Cuba Street generated, on average, one paying customer per day per business. 25 Retail transaction data
showed that sales on Lower Cuba Street increased steadily once the project was completed, and as of the end
of 2012, retail sales were higher than they were before the project began, and higher again relative to the rest
of the CBD. The post-implementation analysis of the project found that “there is clear evidence of enhanced
performance of the street from an economic perspective.” 26

1.3.5 Auckland Central
Auckland central has, over the last 10 years seen a number of its streets pedestrianised and many on-street
parking spaces removed and replaced with pedestrian or shared spaces.
One such example was Fort Street, which had a revitalisation plan developed in 2008 that removed all onstreet parking. The project was evaluated in 2012 and found to have been successful in attracting a greater
number of people to the area, changing from a “thoroughfare” into a “destination”. 27 A 2012 analysis found
there had been a significant rise in hospitality spending compared with the previous year, and businessowners were favourable when assessing the changes. A full economic analysis was not undertaken as part of
that review.
Other analysis has been carried out in a New Zealand context is around the effect of pedestrian connectivity
improvements and economic productivity, with a particular focus on agglomeration effects. 28 The study finds
that there is a positive and statistically significant association between improved walking job density and
labour productivity in Auckland’s central city. The estimate suggests a 10 percent increase in walking job
density is associated with a 5.3 percent increase in economic productivity. The study finds that the most wellNYCDOT (2012), Measuring the Street: New Metrics for 21st Century Streets, New York City Department of Transportation
(www.nyc.gov/html/dot); at www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/2012-10-measuring-the-street.pdf.
25
Robertson, J (2013) Lower Cuba Street upgrade outcomes evaluation. Prepared for Wellington City Council. Wellington.
26
Ibid.
27
Powell, F et al. (2015) The costs and benefits of inner city parking vis-à-vis network optimisation. Prepared for Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency. Wellington.
28
Auckland Council (2017) The relationship between pedestrian connectivity and economic productivity in Auckland’s city centre.
Auckland.
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connected pedestrian areas in Auckland are around retail businesses (i.e. Queen Street), but that these
businesses are the least productive (compared to other office-based business). This is important for two
reasons: firstly, it points to the fact that, despite relative productivity differences, the importance of pedestrian
connectivity to the retail sector in particular is valued. Secondly, this study points out the importance of
understanding the wider economic benefits beyond just retail business when considering potential benefits
stemming from pedestrian improvements. Much of the Golden Mile’s length includes streets that include
office-based businesses.

1.3.6 Summary
Generally, the evidence found within this literature review indicates that the removal of car parking and the
reallocation of this space for pedestrian improvement projects has had neither a negative effect on the retail
spending at businesses, or the public/business perception of the area’s success. Across more than one study,
retail spending increases relating to pedestrian improvements projects have been found to sit between 14 and
17 percent, however larger improvements (for example the revitalisation of a large surface car park) have had
larger retail spend increases, including up to 172 percent.
This indicates that both scale and type of improvement is important, in addition to the provision of access
improvements, such as complementary public transport enhancements. These findings relate to assumptions
for data analysis in the following ways:
•
•
•

•

Retail spending increases tied to smaller-scale pedestrian improvements could be estimated
between 14 and 17 percent.

Daily footfall increases for retailers along areas of the Golden Mile that have pedestrian
improvements could be estimated to be between 20 and 40 percent.

These increases may be conservative for the Golden Mile project, as they included (in some
instances) increased pedestrian or vehicle congestion. The Golden Mile project will include public
transport improvements, which is expected to improve overall outcomes.
Increases to retail spending as a result of pedestrian improvements could have an extreme upper
bound of 172 percent, which was the increase in retail spending experienced by adjacent
businesses when an underused parking lot was converted into a public park in Brooklyn, New
York. As the Golden Mile is already used as a public transport and pedestrian thoroughfare, such
a dramatic increase is not expected.
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2 Base Case Pedestrian Value Assessment
This section outlines the methodology and results of the assessment of the effect of parking removal on the
Golden Mile for retailers, incorporating the findings of the 2020 Intercept Survey. The analysis completed for
this assessment is contained within a spreadsheet provided alongside this report.
The approach of estimating this effect involves four main steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Estimate the total number of visitors to the Golden Mile
Calculate the number of visitors and average spend by arrival mode
Estimate the number of affected trips by parking removal along the Golden Mile
Calculate the changes to visitor volumes and retail spend on the Golden Mile

This approach is shown in Figure 3-1 below, with more detail provided in the following sections.

Figure 2-1: Model Workflow
Source: Study Team

2.1 Available Data
The main data sources for this analysis are outlined in Table 4-8 below.
Table 2-1: Available data for estimating revenue effects of Golden Mile improvements
Type of Data

Sources

Travel data
Number of people arriving at the Golden Mile, by
mode

•

Arrival mode to the Golden Mile (Intercept Survey 2020)
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Type of Data

Sources

Parking data
Utilisation, turnover and location of car parking

•
•

2020 parking counts and turnover data on and around the
Golden Mile (Wellington City Council)

Average Vehicle Occupancy (Wellington CBD Cordon Survey,
2019)

•

Parking location (Intercept Survey 2020)

Spending Data
Value and type of retail spending on the Golden
Mile

•

EFTPOS NZ data for shops along the Golden Mile (2019 and
2020) by hour and Meshblock (Let’s Get Welly Moving
Dashboard, DotLovesData)
Average spend by mode (Intercept Survey 2020)

Parking removal details

•

•

•

Proposed Golden Mile options as per the Short List Assessment
Report (June 2020)
Behaviour if unable to find a park on the Golden Mile
(Intercept Survey 2020)

Source: Study Team

2.2 Methodology
The detailed methodology for estimating the impact of parking removal on retailers along the Golden Mile is
described throughout this section. Eight key arrival modes are considered throughout the assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drove a private vehicle,

Passenger in a private vehicle,
Walk/jog,

Cycle/scoot,
Bus,

Train,

Uber/taxi, and
Other.

These modes are based upon the Intercept Survey results.

2.2.1 Estimate the total number of visitors to the Golden Mile
The total spend on the Golden Mile for a given day, 𝑆𝑆, can be expressed as
𝑇𝑇 = � 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚

where 𝑚𝑚 is the mode of arrival, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 is the average spend for an arrival mode, 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 is the number of people
visiting the Golden Mile for an arrival mode, and 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚 is the propensity to spend for an arrival mode.

The number of people arriving to the Golden Mile for a given mode can be expressed as 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 = 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 𝑁𝑁, where
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 is a proportion of the total number of visitors 𝑁𝑁.
Substituting this expression back into (1) and rearranging, we can express the total number of arrivals to the
Golden Mile (across all modes) as:
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𝑁𝑁 =

𝑆𝑆
∑𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚

Using the average spend, visitor proportion, and propensity to spend 29 data from the Intercept Survey 30, and
the total spend estimates from EFTPOS transactions along the Golden Mile, we can estimate the total number
of visitors to the Golden Mile.

2.2.2 Calculate the number of visitors and average spend by arrival mode
Using the estimated total number of visitors, the number of visitors by arrival mode can be calculated as 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 =
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 𝑁𝑁, and the total spend by arrival mode can be calculated as 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 = 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚 . Table 3-2 shows the estimated
number of visitors and total spend by arrival mode.
Table 2-2: Estimated number of visitors and total spend by mode for weekdays and weekends
Arrival Mode
Drove a private
vehicle
Passenger in a
private vehicle
Walk/jog
Cycle/scoot
Bus
Train
Uber/taxi
Other
Total

Number of
visitors 𝑵𝑵𝒎𝒎
4610

Weekday
Total spend, 𝑺𝑺𝒎𝒎
$285,776

Number of
visitors 𝑵𝑵𝒎𝒎
3978

Weekend
Total spend, 𝑺𝑺𝒎𝒎
$388,445

705

$47,733

723

$71,301

9774
1209
8464
2670
1058
429
28919

$429,189
$32,030
$380,885
$170,247
$76,537
$12,410
$1,434,808

7364
1118
3288
822
1216
66
18575

$481,110
$54,493
$201,455
$48,078
$105,146
$902
$1,350,931

2.2.3 Estimate the number of affected trips by parking removal along the
Golden Mile
Using the parking removal scenarios from the Short List Assessment Report, we can calculate the number of
car parks removed in each of the scenarios. We assume that in all scenarios 100% of the on-street parks on the
Golden Mile are removed, and that the parking spaces on neighbouring streets are removed in alignment with
the Short List Option Assessment.
Using parking sensor data, we can calculate the average number of parking sessions per day on the removed
car parks. Multiplying the removed number of parking sessions by the average vehicle occupancy provides as
estimate for the total number of visitors to the Golden Mile who either drove or were passengers in a private
vehicle who would be affected by the proposed parking removal. This assumes that all car parking sessions on
those streets are from visitors to the Golden Mile and estimates the net impact on retail spend accordingly,
thus overstates the likely impact on retail spend as some of those people will not be visiting the Golden Mile.

The propensity to spend data used in this methodology is the response rate to the question “How much money do you plan to spend at
the Golden Mile today?”. People who answered $0 to the question were included in the average.
30
The intercept survey was conducted between 28/11/2020 and 06/12/2020, which is a popular period for Christmas shopping. We
exclude any survey respondent who said they are in the Golden Mile for “Christmas shopping and/or festivities”.
29
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2.2.4 Calculate the changes to visitor volumes and retail spend on the Golden
Mile
2.2.4.1 Impact of reduced private vehicle traffic based on 2020 Intercept Survey data
The removal of parking will impact those who would otherwise have driven to the Golden Mile and parked in
the spaces proposed for removal. The Intercept Survey (Appendix E) asked those who parked within the
Golden Mile what they would have done if unable to find a park on the Golden Mile, and received the
following responses:
•
•
•
•

Park in an off-street car park: 16.2%,

Find another on-street car park: 74.3%,
Travel to another shopping area: 2.7%,

Abandon the outing entirely: 6.8%.

Assuming that those who park off-street or find another on-street car park do not change the amount of
money they spend, then the impact to Golden Mile retailers of parking removal, 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝 , can be expressed as:
𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝 = � ∆𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚

where ∆𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 is the change in visitor volumes by mode, and 𝑚𝑚 are the arrival modes “Drove a private vehicle”
and “Passenger in a private vehicle”.

2.2.4.2 Impact of increased footfall and changes to spending behaviour
The impact of prioritising pedestrians and public transport will likely increase the attractiveness of the Golden
Mile and transform how visitors to the Golden Mile experience the space. Participants of the Intercept Survey
were asked “How often would you visit the Golden Mile after the proposed improvements?”. The options were:
More frequently than I do now,
About as frequently as I do now,
Less frequently than I do now, and
Not sure/don’t know.

•
•
•
•

Assuming that those who visit less frequently and those who visit more frequently do so with the roughly the
same incidence, then we can calculate the net visitors who would visit more frequently (as more people
answered that they would visit more frequently than those that responded with less frequently). If we then
assume how many additional trips per person would be taken, we can calculate the total increase in visits.
The model includes parameters to test the additional impacts of increases in footfall from new visitors and
from changes to the average spend on retail spending along the Golden Mile.

2.3 Assumptions and Limitations
The methodology makes the following assumptions:
•

Average vehicle occupancy reported in the Wellington CBD Cordon Survey (1.36) is representative
of the Golden Mile.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

EFTPOS spend data collected is 40% of total spend as was found in historical trends of
expenditure in the Greater Wellington Region.

Improvements proposed for the Golden Mile do not affect the likelihood of spending by visitors.
All those who say they would find another on-street park are able to find one.

Post-improvements, those who visit less frequently and those who visit more frequently, do so
with approximately the same incidence.
Those who park spend the same, regardless of where they park.

After parking spaces are removed, if the affected people change to other modes, they still spend
the same as what is estimated based on their original/preferred mode.

28

3 Net Impact Evaluation
The Net Impact Evaluation is intended to use the results from the Base Case Pedestrian Value Assessment to
provide details of the estimated net impact on retail revenue of parking removal along the Golden Mile. It
applies a core test of the net impact based on findings and core assumptions from the Intercept Survey, while
also testing various alternative assumptions from findings across the literature review and other sensitivities.
Note that the model assumes that visitors who drive or are passengers in private vehicles spend the same
regardless of where they park. Some late data on spend by parking location was received from the Intercept
Survey that could not be incorporated into the model due to timeframes. This data indicated that those who
park on-street on the Golden Mile spend more than those who park off-street; therefore, the impact of
removing those closer car parks will be understated in the model results.
A set of core scenario assumptions (described in Appendix A) were tested on all Golden Mile options to
estimate the expected impact of parking removal from each option. The core assumptions are as follows, and
the net impact findings are presented in Table 3:
Redistribution of people that would have parked in spaces removed under the options is based on
responses to the 2020 Intercept Survey question about what visitors would have done if they could
not find a park.

•

No increase in spend per visitor.
No increased arrivals to Golden Mile despite the increased amenity and attractiveness under the
options.
People that ‘would visit more frequently’ would, on average, take one additional trip to the Golden
Mile per four-weeks.

•
•
•

Table 3: Core net impact estimates
Scenario

Golden Mile Option

Net impact on retail spend
Per weekday

Per weekend day

Annual

Option 1 Core

Option 1

+$8,700 (+0.61%)

+$4,200 (+0.31%)

+$2,600,000 (+0.51%)

Option 2 Core

Option 2

+$7,400 (+0.51%)

+$2,700 (+0.20%)

+$2,100,000 (+0.42%)

Option 3 Core

Option 3

+$4,100 (+0.28%)

-$1,900 (-0.14%)

+$770,000 (+0.15%)

Each of these core net impact assessments estimates the net impact on annual retail spend of parking removal
will be +0.15% to +0.51%. The negative impact of the parking removal is counterbalanced by the expected
increase in trips to the Golden Mile, even at a modest assumption of an average one additional/fewer trip per
four-weeks for people who would visit more/less frequently. For Option 3, the annual retail spend is estimated
to increase from $513.6m currently to $514.4m under the option.
Several parameters are included in the spreadsheet to test inputs that are not based on local data. The
standalone impacts of each of these assumptions are also tested on the ‘Golden Mile Option 3 Core’ and
reported in the following bullet points:
1.

Testing proportion of parking trips that would no longer visit: the redistribution to other
modes of trips that would have parked in spaces that are removed under the options do not
affect the final results as we assume those people will spend the same amount as they would
have spent by their original mode. However, the assumption around how many trips would be
removed entirely does affect the results, as that spend is now removed entirely. The core
assumption (based on the Intercept Survey findings) is that 9.5% of affected people would no
longer visit the Golden Mile.
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o

o
2.

Low impact, assume 5% of affected people no longer visit the Golden Mile (redistribution
to other modes remains proportional based on the 2020 Intercept Survey): net annual
impact on retail spending of +$3,800,000 (+0.73%).

Testing increased trips to the Golden Mile: additional trips to the Golden Mile can be from
existing visitors visiting more frequently (due to the realm/amenity improvements) or due to
entirely new trips to the transformed space.
o
o

o
3.

High impact, assume 20% of affected people no longer visit the Golden Mile (redistribution
to other modes remains proportional based on the 2020 Intercept Survey): net annual
impact on retail spending of -$6,200,000 (-1.2%).

Assume 5% increase in new trips to the Golden Mile: net annual impact of +$19,000,000
(+3.8%).

Assume 20% increase in new trips to the Golden Mile (and zero additional trips for people
visiting more frequently), to test the literature review finding in section 1.3.1: net annual
impact of +$96,000,000 (+19%)
Assume one additional (or fewer) trip per fortnight for people who reported in the 2020
Intercept Survey that they would visit more (or less) frequently: net annual impact of
+$7,800,000 (+1.5%).

Testing increase in spend per visitor: these are included in sensitivity tests as there are no
obvious thresholds to test based on the literature review or 2020 Intercept Survey.
o
o

Assume visitors spend 2% less per trip: net annual impact of -$9,600,000 (-1.9%)

Assume visitors spend 2% more per trip: net annual impact of +$11,000,000 (+2.2%)

These sensitivity tests have also been collated into several scenarios, to understand the expected impact of
various possible outcomes. The detailed assumptions underlying each scenario are included in Appendix A
and the results are summarised in Table 4.
Table 4: Scenarios of effects of parking removal on retail spend (based on numbered sensitivity tests
above)
Scenario

Golden Mile
Option

1 – Proportion of
affected parking
trips that no
longer visit

2 - Increase
in new trips
to Golden
Mile

Option 3
Core

Option 3

9.5%

0%

1 every four-weeks

0%

$770,000

0.15%

Option 3
Pessimistic

Option 3

20%

0%

1 every three-months

-2%

-$21,000,000

-4.2%

Option 3
Mid-Range

Option 3

9.5%

2%

1 every four-weeks

0%

$11,000,000

2.2%

Option 3
Optimistic

Option 3

5%

+5%

1 every two-weeks

+2%

$48,000,000

9.3%
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4 Summary
This analysis has provided some insights into the potential effects on retailers that the proposed Golden Mile
improvements may have. The analysis mostly draws on data from a 2020 Intercept Survey of visitors to the
Golden Mile (Appendix E). The results of some scenario tests are described below while the assumptions are
described in detail in Appendix A.
The core scenarios tested estimated a net annual impact on retail spend of +0.15% to +0.51% for the Golden
Mile options, suggesting that the net impact is likely to be positive under all options (although the daily
impact of option 3 on the weekends is expected to be slightly negative). The results are included in Table 5.
Table 5: Scenarios of effects of parking removal on retail spend (based on numbered sensitivity tests
above)
Scenario

Golden Mile
Option

1 – Proportion of
affected parking
trips that no
longer visit

Option 1
Core

Option 1

Option 2
Core

Option 2

Option 3
Core

Option 3

Option 3
Pessimistic

Option 3

20%

0%

1 every three-months

Option 3
Mid-Range

Option 3

9.5%

+2%

Option 3
Optimistic

Option 3

5%

+5%

9.5%

2 - Increase
in new trips
to Golden
Mile

0%

2 – Frequency of
additional trips to
Golden Mile

3 – Change
in spend per
visitor

Net impact on annual
retail spend

$2,600,000

0.51%

$2,100,000

0.42%

$770,000

0.15%

-2%

-$21,000,000

-4.2%

1 every four-weeks

0%

$11,000,000

2.2%

1 every two-weeks

+2%

$48,000,000

9.3%

1 every four-weeks

0%

The core scenarios are based on some core assumptions that are expected to understate the positive impact
of the options, as they assume no increase in new trips to the Golden Mile, despite the public transport and
pedestrian realm improvements. For Golden Mile Option 3 (the option with the highest removal of parking)
the core and mid-range estimates for the net impact on retailers are estimated to be an increase of $0.8-11m
(0.15-2.2%) annual spend. The ‘optimistic’ scenario estimates the annual increase in spend could be as much
as $48m (a 9.3% increase), whilst the ‘pessimistic’ scenario indicates that the reduction in annual spend could
be as much as -$21m (-4.2%).
The pessimistic scenario is expected to be unlikely as it assumes all of the following outcomes: 20% of people
affected by parking removal would no longer visit the Golden Mile (compared to around 9.5% expected based
on the 2020 Intercept Survey), all visitors would spend on average 2% less than they currently do, the
improvements would attract no more people than the current environment, and people that indicated they
would visit more frequently would only make one extra visit every three months..
The net impact on retail spending due to the options is therefore expected to most likely be a positive one,
although it could be slightly negative. There are many other social benefits from these projects that are not
monetised into retail spend values here and are considered and evaluated in other technical reports for the
Golden Mile Single Stage Business Case.
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Appendix A Scenario Description Table

The following table details the assumptions and results for each scenario tested. We expect the Mid-Range
scenario and assumptions to be the most likely outcome. The scenarios tested are:
•
•
•

•

Core options: draw on findings from the 2020 Intercept Survey. Assumes that respondents who
would visit ‘more frequently’ after the improvements would make one extra trip every four weeks.
Mid-range: we expect to be the most likely outcome. Aligns with the Core option, adding one
assumption of increased attractiveness of the Golden Mile to new visitors following the project.

Pessimistic: highly unlikely to eventuate and was developed to stress test the model for the
purposes of the MCA process. Requires twice as many people to no longer visit the Golden Mile
than indicated by the Intercept Survey, assumes a 2% reduction in average spend by all visitors
(not just vehicle users) and assumes Golden Mile is not very attractive to existing or new users.
Optimistic: assumes several positive changes to behaviour including most people that parked
still find their way to the Golden Mile, all visitors to the Golden Mile spend an average of 2%
more, and the Golden Mile is more attractive to existing and new users.

Table 6 Detailed assumptions and results of scenarios
Option 1
Core

Option 2 Core

Parking scenario

Option 1

Option 2

Shift for people that would have
parked in removed spaces

Variable

Shift to off-street
carparking

Option 3 Core

Option 3
Pessimistic

Option 3 MidRange

Option 3

Option 3
Optimistic

Option 3

16.2%

14.3%

16.2%

17%

Shift to public
transport

0%

0%

0%

0%

Shift to walking

0%

0%

0%

0%

74.3%

65.7%

74.3%

78%

No longer visit

9.5%

20%

9.5%

5%

Increase in spend per
visitor (on weekends and
weekdays)

0%

-2%

0%

+2%

Increased footfall from
new visitors to the
Golden Mile (on
weekends and weekdays)

0%

0%

+2%

+5%

Additional trips per week
for people that expect to
visit ‘more frequently’

One extra trip every four weeks

Estimated change in
retail spend

Search for
another park

One extra trip
per three months

One extra trip
every four weeks

One extra trip per
fortnight

Weekdays

$8,719
(0.61%)

$7,378
(0.51%)

$4,062
(0.28%)

-$49,703
(-3.46%)

$32,758
(2.28%)

$128,982
(8.99%)

Weekends

$4,189
(0.31%)

$2,737
(0.20%)

-$1,890
(-0.14%)

-$76,365
(-5.65%)

$25,128
(1.86%)

$133,250
(9.86%)

$2,638,887
(0.51%)

$2,136,029
(0.42%)

$768,437
(0.15%)

-$21,341,139
(-4.15%)

$11,041,229
(2.15%)

$47,590,695
(9.27%)

Annual

The pessimistic scenario is unlikely to eventuate and is also sensitive to assumptions: if we assume the change
in spend per visitor is 0% instead of -2%, the annual net impact is -$11m, reduced from -$22m.
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Appendix B WSP Literature Review
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Appendix C Preliminary (Original) Base Case Pedestrian
Value Assessment (Pre-Intercept Survey)

This section outlines the methodology and results of the preliminary assessment of the effect of parking
removal on the Golden Mile for retailers. This assessment was conducted prior to the Intercept Survey in order
to have a preliminary understanding of these impacts for the Short List Options MCA workshop. The full
content of this section from the preliminary report is included for completeness, so some of it duplicates with
the body of this report that covers the updated approach and findings.
The approach of estimating this effect involves five main steps:
1.

Estimate the number of visitors to the Golden Mile, by arrival mode

3.

Estimate the average spend of a visitor to the Golden Mile by arrival mode

2.

4.

Estimate the total spend by visitors to the Golden Mile

Estimate the adjusted visitor volumes, taking account of:
4.1.

4.2.
5.

Redistribution to other arrival modes (or removal of trips entirely) of the people that would
have otherwise parked in the spaces being removed

Changes to other arrival modes based on amenity/attractiveness improvements of the
options

Calculate the net impact on retail spending based on the new arrival modes

This approach is shown in Figure 5-1 below, with more detail provided in the following sections.

Source: Study Team

Figure 4-1: Model workflow

C.1 Available Data
The main data sources for this analysis are outlined in Table 4-8 below.
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Table 4-7: Available data for estimating revenue effects of Golden Mile improvements
Type of Data

Sources

Travel data
Number of people arriving at the Golden Mile, by
mode

•

Parking data
Utilisation, turnover and location of car parking

•

Spending Data
Value and type of retail spending on the Golden
Mile

•

•

EFTPOS NZ data for shops along the Golden Mile (2019 and
2020) by hour and Meshblock (Let’s Get Welly Moving
Dashboard, DotLovesData)
Case studies (Section 2 above)

Historic project impact data
Similar projects and research in Wellington and
abroad

•

Case studies (Section 2 above)

Parking removal details

•

Proposed Golden Mile options as per the Short List Assessment
Report (June 2020)

•
•

•

Average and Peak Hour pedestrian volumes along the Golden
Mile (Stantec, 2019)
Pedestrian volumes (Golden Mile Case for Change, June 2019)
Case studies (Section 2 above)
2020 parking counts and turnover data on and around the
Golden Mile (Wellington City Council)
Average Vehicle Occupancy (Wellington CBD Cordon Survey, 2019)

Source: Study Team

C.2 Methodology
The detailed methodology for estimating the impact of parking removal on retailers along the Golden Mile is
described throughout this section. Five key arrival modes are considered throughout the assessment:
•
•
•
•
•

On-street Golden Mile parking visitors – visitors to the Golden Mile who park on Lambton
Quay or Courtenay Place

On-street ‘elsewhere’ parking visitors – visitors to the Golden Mile who park on-street within
walking distance (approximately 300m) of the Golden Mile
Off-street parking visitors – visitors to the Golden Mile who park in any kind of off-street car
park

Public transport visitors – visitors who disembark their public transport journey on the Golden
Mile

Walking visitors – visitors who arrive to the Golden Mile on foot. This may include people who
caught the train, or those who drove to the city centre but parked further away than the on-street
‘elsewhere’ parking visitors.

C.2.1 Estimate visitor numbers by arrival mode
Several data sources are used to estimate the number of visitors to the Golden Mile by their arrival mode, as
outlined in the steps below.

C.2.1.1 Estimate total visitors to the Golden Mile

To estimate the total visitors to the Golden Mile, two data sources are used:

•

Pedestrian counts from the Stantec annual Wellington cordon count survey (2019). These counts took
place at 22 sites along the Golden Mile between 12pm and 2pm in March 2019.

•

Pedestrian counts the Golden Mile Case for Change (June 2019).
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Neither count provides a complete record of the total visitors to the Golden Mile on both weekdays and
weekends. We use the Case for Change pedestrian counts for weekdays and estimate the weekend counts by
scaling the weekday counts down. The weekday counts are scaled down using ratio of weekend to weekday
pedestrian volumes of counts from the Stantec annual Wellington cordon count survey.
The pedestrian counts in the Case for Change have one figure for each section of the Golden Mile: Lambton
Quat, Willis Street, Manners Street, and Courtenay place. We use the sum of these counts as our total visitor
volume.

C.2.1.2 Estimate on-street Golden Mile parking visitors
Using 2018-2020 parking sensor data from Wellington City Council, the number of vehicles that park on the
Golden Mile is collected. This is separated into weekend and weekday parking sessions, and the median
number of parking sessions per day across all car parks along the Golden Mile is calculated.
The total number of parking sessions on the Golden Mile is then multiplied by the average vehicle occupancy
from the 2019 Wellington CBD Cordon Survey to estimate the number of people who travel to the Golden
Mile and use an on-street car park.

C.2.1.3 On-street ‘elsewhere’ parking visitors
As with the on-street Golden Mile parking visitors, we use parking sensor data on car parks within 300m of the
Golden Mile to collect the number of parking sessions close to the Golden Mile and estimate the number of
visitors to the area using the average vehicle occupancy rate. As not all people parking in this area will visit the
Golden Mile, we can remove a portion of these visitors as a parameter. By default, we assume 50% of people
parking on-street ‘elsewhere’ will visit the Golden Mile and 50% will not; this portion is an estimate, and a
range of potential values were tested, ranging from 1% to 100%, with negligible effects.
C.2.1.4

Off-street parking visitors

The ratio of the number of people who parked in off-street car parks to visit Tory Street (based on that case
study) to the number that parked directly on Tory Street is used to estimate the number of visitors to the
Golden Mile who park in off-street car parks.

C.2.1.5 Walking visitors
The number of people arriving at the Golden Mile by walking is estimated to be the remainder of the foot
traffic on the Golden Mile after the counts from all other arrival modes are removed from the total visitor
estimate described in Section C.2.1.1.
Table 4-8: Golden Mile visitors by arrival mode
Visitor Type

Weekday

On-street (GM) parking visitors

Weekend
1,934

1,892

11,638

9,425

8,703

8,513

Public transport visitors

11,959

2,990

Walking visitors

52,166

43,445

1,934

1,892

On-street (elsewhere) parking visitors
Off-street parking visitors

Total
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C.2.2 Estimate retail spend
EFTPOS spend along the Golden Mile was collected from EFTPOS NZ and Dot Loves Data 31, for the year 2019
and 2020. Given historical expenditure trends in the Greater Wellington region, this EFTPOS spend is estimated
to be 40% of the total retail expenditure in the area. The total daily retail expenditure for the Golden Mile is
estimated to average (across 2019 and 2020) $1,434,807.50 per day on weekdays, and $1,350,931.25 on
average per day on weekend days.

C.2.3 Estimate average spend by mode
The total spend, 𝑇𝑇, can be expressed as a follows:

𝑇𝑇 = ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

(1)

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 = 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀

(2),

where 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 is the number of visitors to the Golden Mile by arrival mode 𝑖𝑖, 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 is the likelihood of spending by
arrival mode 𝑖𝑖, and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 is the average spend per shopper by arrival mode 𝑖𝑖.
𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 can be expressed as the product:
where 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 is the relative spend of mode 𝑖𝑖 compared with the lowest spend by mode, and 𝑀𝑀 is the average
spend of the lowest spending mode.
The likelihood of spend 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 , and the relative spend by mode 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 are inferred from the Tory Street case study,
such that the original equation can be rearranged to estimate 𝑀𝑀, as follows:
𝑀𝑀 =

(3)

𝑇𝑇

∑𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

Substituting this value for 𝑀𝑀 back into (2), 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , the average spend per shopper by arrival mode is estimated.
Table 4-9: Average spend per person by arrival mode
Visitor Type

Average Spend

On-street (GM) parking visitors

$31.05

On-street (elsewhere) parking visitors

$22.58

Off-street parking visitors

$39.52

Public transport visitors

$33.87

Walking visitors

$33.87

Source: Study Team

C.2.4 Estimate adjusted visitor volumes
The adjusted visitor volume on the Golden Mile depends on the extent of parking removal and the impact of
the option improvements on public transport patronage and pedestrian footfall. The two components of
adjusted visitor volumes are described below.
31

Dot Loves Data is a data science company based in Wellington. They created a ‘Let’s Get Wellington Moving’ dashboard which includes retail spend data for Wellington.
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C.2.4.1 Redistribution of people who would otherwise have parked
The removal of parking will impact those who would otherwise have driven to the Golden Mile and parked in
the spaces proposed for removal. Some assumptions are made about the redistribution of those people to
the following groups:
•
•
•
•

Park in an off-street car park
Arrive by public transport
Walk to the Golden Mile

No longer visit the Golden Mile

C.2.4.2 Induced demand from Golden Mile improvements
The impact of prioritising pedestrians and public transport will likely transform how visitors to the Golden
Mile experience the space and increase the attractiveness of the Golden Mile for people travelling by those
modes. Some sensitivity tests are included to test the impact of changes in footfall on retail spending along
the Golden Mile.

C.2.5 Estimate impacts to retailers
Given the spend by mode, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , calculated in step 3, and the updated visitor volumes, 𝑁𝑁1𝑖𝑖 (from adjustments
described in step 4), the updated total spend, 𝑇𝑇1 , can be expressed as:
𝑇𝑇1 = 𝑁𝑁1𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

(4)

assuming that 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 remain constant.

C.3 Assumptions and Limitations
The methodology makes the following assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most people spend their time on only one section of the Golden Mile (Lambton Quay, Manners
Street, Willis Street, or Courtenay Place).

Average vehicle occupancy reported in the Wellington CBD Cordon Survey (1.36) is representative
of the Golden Mile.
EFTPOS spend data collected is 40% of total spend as was found in historical trends of
expenditure in the Greater Wellington Region.

Likelihood of spending and relative spend by arrival mode found in the Tory Street Case Study is
approximately the same as for the Golden Mile.
Improvements proposed for the Golden Mile do not affect the likelihood of spending or amount
spent by visitors.

The ratio of people visiting the Golden Mile by parking directly on-street compared to parking
on-street ‘elsewhere’ or off-street is the same as the ratio found in the Tory Street case study.
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Appendix D Preliminary (Original) Net Impact
Evaluation (Pre-Intercept Survey)

This Appendix presents the results from the preliminary net impact evaluation that was conducted prior to the
Intercept Survey to collect specific data from the Golden Mile. These results are included for completeness of
this work, but the updated Net Impact Evaluation should be used for future work and discussions.
The Net Impact Evaluation is intended to use the results from the Base Case Pedestrian Value Assessment to
provide details of the estimated net impact on retail revenue of parking removal along the Golden Mile. It
applies some assumptions relating to the redistribution to other modes of visitors who would otherwise have
driven and parked in the spaces being removed, and assumptions about the potential increase in visitors by
other modes due to the improved amenity of the Golden Mile.
As no modelling is available to estimate the redistribution of visitors that would otherwise have parked on the
Golden Mile or the increase in arrival by other modes, some high-level assumptions and scenarios are tested
to understand the potential net impact of the Golden Mile improvements.
Some insights drawn from various case study scenarios and tests of the spreadsheet are noted in the sections
below. For each of these tests, the parking scenario that removes the greatest volume of parking has been
used (Bus Emphasis and Pedestrian Priority). In these tests, 1120 on-street (elsewhere) parking sessions (cars)
are removed per weekday, and 986 per weekend day.
•

Estimating spend from people parking in spaces that may be removed: scenarios of
alternative relative spends by mode have been tested, compared to the base assumption which is
based on the Tory Street Case Study. These scenarios are described below:
o

o

o

o

o

•

The base assumption, using the spending data from the Tory Street Case Study (on-street
elsewhere visitors spend the least; on-street Golden Mile visitors spend 37.5% more; offstreet visitors spend 75% more; public transport and walking visitors spend 50% more),
estimates the annual revenue generated from car parks that may be removed by the
Golden Mile options is $21m, which is 4.1% of the current total annual revenue.
If the relative spend by mode reflected the values reported in Waka Kotahi’s Research
Report 530 for central areas (people that arrive by car or walking spend 43% more than
people arriving by public transport, on average), the estimated spend from people using
the car parks expected to be removed would be $25m, or 4.8% of current annual retail
revenue.

If the relative spend by mode reflected that of the Lygon Street, Melbourne case study
(people arriving by car spend 56% more and by foot spend 5% more than people arriving
by public transport), the estimated spend from people using the car parks expected to be
closed would be $31m, or 6.0% of the current annual revenue.

If the relative spend by mode reflected the values from the London Town Centre study
(people arriving by car spend 72% more than those that arriving by walking, and those
arriving by bus spend 20% more than walkers), the estimated spend from people using the
car parks expected to be removed would be $33m, or 6.4% of the current annual revenue.

Summary: the annual revenue from people currently parking in spaces that may be
removed is estimated to be around $21-33m, which is 4-6% of the total spend on the
Golden Mile.

Testing redistribution to other modes of people that would otherwise have parked in spaces
that may be removed: using the Tory Street Case Study as a base for the relative spend by mode,
some scenarios of the redistribution of people that would have otherwise parked in spaces being
removed have been tested and found that:
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o

o

o

o

•

If they redistribute proportionately across the other current weekend arrival modes (that is
16% park off-street, 5% take public transport and 79% walk), the net impact on annual
retail spend is +$1m, or +0.19% of annual spend.

If we assume 20% of those trips that would otherwise have used the on-street parking no
longer come to the Golden Mile, and the others split proportionately based on the other
current weekday arrival modes (that is 20% no longer come to the Golden Mile, 21% shift
to other parking, 29% shift to public transport and 30% shift to walking), the net impact on
annual retail spend is -$3.0m; a 0.58% reduction in annual spend.

Summary: using the Tory Street Case Study for relative spend by mode, and scenario
testing the above redistribution of people who would otherwise have parked in spaces that
may be removed, the net impact on retail revenue could be around -$3.0m to +$1m, which
is -0.58% to + 0.19% of current annual revenue. This doesn’t include additional revenue
that would be generated from increased visitors due to the improved amenity and
attractiveness of the Golden Mile.

Testing other impacts due to amenity improvements of the Golden Mile: using the Tory Street
Case Study as a base for relative spend by mode and the most conservative assumption for the
redistribution of people to other modes (assuming all visitors who previously parked in removed
spaces no longer visit).
o

o
o

•

If those people redistribute proportionately across the other current weekday arrival modes
(that is, 12% park off-street, 16% take public transport and 72% walk), the net impact on
annual retail spend is -$240,000, which is -0.05% of the current annual spend.

The Whitehead et al. study found that across Germany and the UK, projects developing
pedestrianised areas could realise an increased retail footfall of 20 to 40 percent. The
lowest bound of this estimate has been tested in this case, applying the increase in footfall
to both pedestrian and public transport visitors.

If a 20% increase in pedestrian and public transport numbers is applied to the assumptions
stated above, the net impact on retail revenue would be +$47m (+9.2%).

A more conservative estimate in terms of increased pedestrian visitors and public transport
arrival was also tested. If a 10% increase in pedestrian and public transport numbers is
applied to the previous assumptions, the net impact on retail revenue would be +$13m
(+2.6%).

Collating the sensitivity tests into scenarios: the following points collate the above sensitivity
tests into a set of scenarios to understand the cumulative impact of these assumptions.
o

Pessimistic scenario: sensitivity testing all the most negative/pessimistic assumptions:

-

o

Relative spend by mode from the London Town Centre study, meaning that visitors
who would otherwise have parked spend more relative to other visitors (compared
to other case studies).
Assume all people who would have driven and parked in spaces being removed no
longer visit the Golden Mile at all.

Assume no increase in visitors to the Golden Mile by bus or walking, despite the
amenity improvements.

The net impact of these pessimistic assumptions is a net annual revenue change of $33m, or -6.4%.

Mid-range scenario: sensitivity testing a ‘middle ground’ assumption from the various
case studies:
-

Relative spend by mode from Waka Kotahi’s Research Report 530.

-

Assume a 5% increase in walking and public transport visitors to the Golden Mile.

-

Assume the people that would have parked in spaces that are now removed
redistribute to other modes, with 20% no longer visiting the Golden Mile, and the
remaining 80% being split proportionately based on the current weekday mode split.
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o

The net impact of these mid-range assumptions is a net annual revenue change of
+$6.5m, an increase of 1.3%.

Optimistic scenario: sensitivity testing all the most positive/optimistic assumptions:

-

The Tory Street Case Study assumptions about relative spend by mode.

-

Assume a 20% increase in walking and public transport visitors to the Golden Mile.

-

-

Assume all visitors to the Golden Mile that would have parked in spaces proposed
for removal still visit and split proportionately based on the current weekend mode
split.
The net impact of these optimistic assumptions is a net annual revenue increase of
$70m (13%).
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Appendix E Golden Mile Intercept Survey Results
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